The TAGEM range of animal eartags has been designed with the South African farmer in mind. Whether its a short-term tagging requirement or permanent traceability that is required, the TAGEM eartag will get the job done.

The unique double-locking system ensures the tag remains secure. It is designed to be easy to apply and can be clearly seen from a distance. The male half of the tag has a flexible but strong shaft which can easily rotate in the ear to reduce the risk of snagging. The wide range of colours together with highly visible permanent marking helps ensure permanent traceability of the animal.

TAGEM eartags can be laser-etched to your specifications and can carry your own stud logo. Unlike pen marking or hot foil stamping, which tends to fade over time, laser-etched tags will last the lifetime of your animal. The light emitted from the laser reacts with special additives blended into the material of the tag resulting in a permanent marking solution.

All tags are available in red, white, yellow, grey, blue, orange, green, pink, purple, brown, khaki and clear.

F1 Tag
- The small Tagem F1 tag can be used in conjunction with only the M1.
- The tag is used for supplementary marking or for additional colour coding of the animal.
- It is suitable for use on cattle, sheep, goats and pigs.
- Dimensions: 28mm x 28mm.

F2 Tag
- The small Tagem F2 tag can be used in conjunction with only the M1.
- It is ideal for use on smaller animals, such as calves and pigs which have small ears and where limited marking/numbering is required.
- Dimensions: 53mm x 55mm.

F3 Tag
- The medium sized surface area of the Tagem F3 tag makes it ideal for use on calves and pigs which have small ears and where limited marking is required.
- Dimensions: 70mm x 55mm.
F4 Tag

- The large surface area of the Tagem F4 tag is ideal when more marking is required for identification and breeding records, particularly for use on dairy cattle.
- Dimensions: 100mm x 70mm.

M1 Tag

- The Tagem M1 tag is used to anchor the female tag in the ear.
- It is a small tag that does not get marked.
- It is suitable for use on cattle, sheep, goats and pigs.
- Dimensions: 28mm x 28mm.

M3 Tag

- The Tagem M3 tag is used to anchor the female tag in the ear.
- It is a medium tag that can be marked.
- It is suitable for use on cattle, sheep, goats and pigs.
- Dimensions: 70mm x 55mm.

Sheep Combo Tags

- Ideal for use on sheep, goats and ostriches.
- Dimensions: 17mm x 50mm.

The TAGEM UV resistant, plastic eartag is durable and designed to withstand the harsh South African climate. The curved edges and flexibility of the eartags help ensure that they don’t snag. Our patented double-locking system means the tags can’t come loose. TAG ONLY ONCE!
Feedlot Tag
- The Tagem feedlot tag is designed for short term use, 3 - 6 months.
- It is ideal for use on cattle.
- Dimensions: 75mm x 75mm.

Permanent Marker Pen
The Tagem permanent marker pen doesn't dry out and the numbers don’t fade. The pen contains solvent which allows ink to penetrate into the tag.

Tagem Applicator Gun
The Tagem applicator gun is made from a tough, durable nylon, field-tested and field tough. It is easy to use with all Tagem tags except for the feedlot tag.

Replacement pins are available.

Feedlot Applicator
The Tagem feedlot applicator allows for quick and easy application of the feedlot tag.

The TAGEM UV resistant, plastic eartag is durable and designed to withstand the harsh South African climate. The curved edges and flexibility of the eartags help ensure that they don’t snag. Our patented double-locking system means the tags can’t come loose. TAG ONLY ONCE!
Lasered Tags

TAGEM lasered eartags improve the efficiency and accuracy of your ear tagging process. You can choose to have the tags branded with your farm logo, a QR barcode added or an alphanumeric sequence. The overall result being fewer errors in the tagging process and fewer errors in the identification of each animal!

The tags are more legible (no struggling to read handwriting) and the ink will not fade over time. Put your logo or numbers on both sides of any of our range of eartags and we guarantee the print for the life of the animal. The surface area of the smaller ones may limit just how much we can get on the tag.

VIZITAG™ F4 Tag

- The large surface area of the VIZITAG™ F4 tag is ideal when more marking is required for identification and breeding records, particularly for use on dairy cattle.
- Dimensions: 100mm x 70mm.

This UV resistant, plastic eartag is durable and designed to withstand the harsh weather conditions. There is space to write in a name, number or code. The curved edges and flexibility of the eartags help ensure that they don’t snag. Our patented double-locking system means the tags can’t come loose. Take action now as accidents involving stray animals can result in lives being lost and your being held liable for damages.

VIZITAG™ - AS CLEAR AS DAY!